We’re Going On A Trip!

Pretend Passport Printables

You will need:
- Scissors or paper cutter
- Stapler
- Double-stick tape or glue stick
- Color printer
- Heavyweight paper for the cover, and lighter weight paper for inside pages

1. Cut out the Cover, Inside Cover, First Page, and Following Pages (see below).

2. Double-stick tape or glue the Inside Cover to the back side of the Cover, matching up the middle lines on both sides.

3. Double-stick tape or glue the First Page to the back side of one set of Inside Pages.

4. Double-stick tape or glue one set of Inside Pages to another set of Inside Pages.

5. Assemble Pretend Passport:
   a. Lay Cover/Inside Cover on a table so that the Cover is facing down.
   b. Place the First Page/Inside Page set down on top of it, so that the First Page is facing down. The Name/Photo side should be on top of the Eagle side.
   c. Place the Inside Pages set on top of the stack.
   d. Matching the middle lines on all pages, staple together.
   e. Fold in half and trim inside pages if necessary. Your Pretend Passport is ready!

6. Use stickers or rubber stamps each time you visit a different “country.” See blog post where you found these printables for ideas!
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